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Abstract

Significant “guestworker” immigration occurs when the state lacks the capacity to inhibit rent-seeking by private interests that benefit from imported labor. Policies allowing imported labor result in government subsidies for employers’ profits. These subsidies are usefully conceived as rents. A developmentalist state (e.g., Japan) will constrain the creation of such rents, especially because imported labor carries long-term costs not borne by employers and inhibits productivity growth and positive structural change. A clientelist state (e.g., Israel) falls prey to this type of rent-seeking because of a weaker institutional capacity for creating conditions that make alternative solutions feasible and profitable for employers.
Labor Migration Policy and the Governance of the Construction Industry in Israel and Japan

This paper investigates variation in extent of use of unskilled foreign labor in advanced capitalist countries, drawing on the contrasting experiences of Israel and Japan. I begin with the contention that a fruitful frame for understanding state policy regarding foreign workers is the comparative political economy of development. The issue of foreign labor is not only a question of migration, of individuals changing the location of their residence and employment. It is, more importantly, a component of capitalist development, of the structure and trajectory of capitalist economies.¹

My argument is that labor migration flows reach significant dimensions when the receiving country state generally does not have the ability to constrain or control rent-seeking behavior on the part of private sector (employer) interests. There are alternative solutions for addressing perceived labor shortages (such as increased investment to achieve higher labor productivity, and relocating production to low-wage countries), but those solutions require inducing employers to make choices that are often difficult and not necessarily the most profitable. Importing foreign workers may be the path of least resistance, the cheap and easy solution from employers’ point of view (especially for nontradables like construction) – though from other points of view importing labor is costly on many levels, especially in the long term. Receiving country governments, therefore, can frustrate this preference only if they work from a position of strength vis-à-vis capital. Whether a country imports low-skilled labor, then, depends heavily on state policy making processes, concerning not simply immigration policy but economic governance more generally.

A central innovation here is to consider employers’ pressure for access to foreign labor as a form of rent-seeking. When governments permit importation of unskilled (and perhaps also skilled) labor, they subsidize the profits of employers of such labor, under conditions described below. Governments (taxpayers) also absorb externalized costs associated with the use of foreign labor. Policy makers devoted to some conception of the public welfare might well object to this transfer of resources from taxpayers to employers, especially to the extent that cheap foreign labor also undermines positive structural economic transformation (an admittedly arguable proposition). What matters most, however, is whether the institutional structure of the state allows policy makers to resist employers’ pressures, foreclose the foreign worker option, and restrict employers to alternative means of resolving labor shortages. The relevant structural factors are described best in the literature exploring connections between development and the state: a government in a developmentalist state (such as Japan) is more successful in pursuing alternatives to foreign labor, while a government in a clientelist state (such as Israel) is more likely to succumb to employers’ demands for access to foreign labor.

The argument is restricted in its scope to those countries that have faced the question of whether to import labor after 1970. As explained below, I assume that during this more recent period importing cheap labor is a policy option pursued only with great reluctance on the part of key decision makers. This reluctance derives from awareness of how guestworker programs affected the European countries that began importing workers earlier. Many of the significant drawbacks of using foreign labor became apparent to observers in and of countries like West Germany and France during the late 1960s and early 1970s. Countries that faced labor shortages (and employers’ demands to import labor) at a later
stage had the opportunity to draw lessons from that experience. Labor migrations that have begun since roughly 1970, then, are a different phenomenon from migrations that began in an earlier period. Gerschenkron established that the explanation for “late development” had to be different from the explanations for development in countries such as the US and Britain. The same point holds for labor migration. Less developed countries do not see their future in the past of the advanced countries: the environment changes precisely because of this history, and therefore the phenomenon of labor migration changes as well. This is an important distinction, and its significance is that my theoretical claims here are not meant to apply to the earlier period, e.g. to the cases of Turks in West Germany or Algerians in France.

THEORETICAL PRELUDE: RENTS, EXTERNALITIES, AND THE STATE

The matter of concern here is the extent to which advanced capitalist countries turn to low-wage foreign labor in response to labor shortages, as against reliance on functional substitutes. Against some theoretical perspectives in this field, I start with the propositions that use of low-wage foreign labor is not inevitable in advanced capitalist countries and that there is real variation in labor migration outcomes among such countries. There is a crucial methodological principle that poses serious challenges to much of existing migration theory: to explain a “dependent variable,” one must pay attention to variation in that variable. Migration scholars have tended to study migration only where it has happened; little attention has been given to cases where migration hasn’t happened. Even quite insightful analyses have encountered this difficulty; Hollifield, for example, offers an explanation for post-war migration constructed from analysis only of positive cases. Japan is identified as an anomaly, but no theoretical hay is made of it.

To begin to explicate potential causal factors, I will make the case that foreign worker programs are often perceived as unwise ventures by most interested parties – with the significant exception of employers of foreign workers. The key point here is that such programs concentrate short-term benefits on employers but impose long-term costs on other interests; as such they constitute a transfer from the latter to the former. The language of costs and benefits might raise the question of whether the latter outweigh the former, so that importing foreign workers can represent a net gain for the receiving country as a whole. I suggest that this question is less important – and less relevant to policy makers – than the issue of how employment of foreign workers leads to this sort of transfer: if employers benefit a great deal and consumers and taxpayers lose just a bit less, it will nonetheless be difficult to conclude that the resultant net national gain is worth pursuing. The point does not extend to the question of benefits of immigration more generally (about which there is significant disagreement); instead, the point relates specifically to guestworker programs.

The contention that guestworker programs are (in reality and in perceptions of scholars and policy makers) highly problematic is strengthened when we take a broad view of what counts as costs and benefits. The limits of a narrowly economistic view are obvious and well known: we can consider not only the effect of foreign workers on such measures as GDP per capita but also social and political costs. In other words, while there is disagreement about the economic impacts (concerning e.g. whether foreign labor delays or facilitates industrial rationalization), there is a consensus about the broader impacts, as expressed in a piece by Philip L. Martin and Mark J. Miller:
These programs [i.e., in Western Europe] have produced a widespread sociopolitical malaise, evident first in the integration problem that has developed to the point of altering the sociopolitical fabric of Western European democracies … [and] has also fostered right and left-wing political extremism, which periodically erupts into violence…. Second, the presence of a large alien population without full rights has been detrimental to the functioning and legitimacy of Western European democracies.  

The fact that these impacts are more difficult to measure than economic factors has not inhibited analysts from recognizing their fundamental significance.

This discussion will focus on two common features of foreign worker initiatives. The first is that foreign labor typically involves significant externalities – costs associated with its use that are not borne by its employers (policing, infrastructure, etc.). More fundamentally, the settlement of foreign workers in the receiving country typically results in the creation of distinct minority groups. Through no fault of their own, these communities often create or constitute – at least from the point of view of their “hosts” – social problems that call for attention from governments and, therefore, government budgets. Settlement is unanticipated, undesired, and nevertheless inevitable, and foreign workers are typically concentrated in ghettos that embody problems common in ghettos everywhere: most notable are inferior education and social isolation, which help reproduce the disadvantaged position of the new minority group(s). Over time this stratification becomes a problem not only for the minorities themselves but for the larger society, as the immigrants and their descendants become part of “us” rather than remaining simply as “them” and as the immigrants themselves become politically active. One need consider only briefly the history of American race relations to appreciate the magnitude of this sort of problem: Martin and Miller assert that “foreign workers have given rise to a European variant of what Gunnar Myrdal termed ‘the American dilemma.’”  

The second feature relates to the fact that legal foreign workers typically hold permits that tie them to a particular employer. This politically determined restriction allows employers to pay such workers less than they could otherwise get in the open labor market. This lowering of wages (relative to a competitive rate) results in a “quota profit” for the employer: the decreased wage bill creates additional profits that increase with the number of permits for workers an employer can acquire from the government, when the overall number of permits available is limited. If permits are inequitably distributed (say, in consequence of political connections), those who succeed in acquiring permits for foreign workers would see their production costs decline relative to those of producers relying on citizen labor. The market price of the product would not decline by as much, and the firm employing foreign workers would enjoy increased profits.

Even when permits are distributed “equitably” (say, according to firm size), we can expect profits to be higher than they would be in the absence of foreign labor. (As we shall see, permits to employ foreign workers in the Israeli construction industry are not distributed equitably). If a main hypothetical alternative to foreign labor is more expensive domestic labor (perhaps also requiring capital investment to make that labor more productive), the increased product prices associated with this option should, in competitive market sectors at least, result in decreased demand, decreased sales, and a diminished volume of profit. Ceteris paribus, access to cheap foreign labor facilitates lower costs, greater sales, and thus larger profits than would otherwise be possible. Of course, in this instance, consumers also benefit from the lower costs. But in certain key sectors, the benefits of cheap foreign labor will not reach consumers.
The main sector of interest here is construction. The excess profit mechanism is especially relevant to sectors, like construction, where product prices are determined more by the level of consumer demand than by production costs (given a relatively inelastic supply). If a contractor can sell a house at a demand-determined “market price” independent of production costs, then every dollar saved on labor is an extra dollar of profit for the contractor: labor cost savings are not passed to consumers, and in those instances the availability of foreign labor can be a significant boon for employers, with few obvious benefits for consumers.

The extra profits deriving from employment of foreign labor are usefully conceptualized as rents\(^\text{14}\) — or, more specifically, monopoly rents.\(^\text{15}\) They derive from access to a scarce commodity/factor (foreign labor) via government concessions (employment permits) where the return on the factor is greater than the cost of putting that factor into use. A similar point holds concerning externalities: to the extent that the prices of certain products do not reflect the entire range of costs associated with them, the demand for them is higher and, therefore, the profits for producers are greater as well. Taxpayers in effect subsidize these profits for producers when governments provide access to cheap foreign labor and absorb some of the costs associated with its use.\(^\text{16}\) The additional profits can be characterized as rents. The subsidy character of these rents is reinforced when the tax burden is borne primarily by middle class earners and employers are predominantly upper class or bourgeoisie.

In other words, foreign worker programs are an area of government policy that is potentially fertile territory for rent-seeking (i.e., rent-seeking of a specific type, as I will explain below). The question is then usefully put: what kind of state typically rewards rent-seeking via implementation of foreign worker programs? And what kind of state is more likely to follow an alternative path, including productivity increases and offshoring of low-productivity work, such that foreign labor is not “necessary” to the same extent as in other countries?

Posing the question this way allows us to connect concerns about labor migration with the literature on capitalist development and the state; this is the real usefulness of the discussion of rent-seeking in this context. Evans opposes the developmental state to the “predatory” state.\(^\text{17}\) In the latter, state power is used primarily to extract resources from the society for the personal benefit of the rulers. There is little or no rationalized bureaucratic capacity for governance beyond keeping order (if even that), and the lack of ties to the dominant social class means there are few constraints on the arbitrary actions of government officials. But few if any developed capitalist countries have a state of this type. A more appropriate contrast to the developmental state in the present context draws on a refinement to Evans’ typology suggested by Wright.\(^\text{18}\) When there is a high degree of embeddedness between the state and civil society but a weakly rationalized – or simply weak – bureaucracy, we may speak of a “bourgeois clientelist state.” Such a state facilitates unconstrained rent-seeking, but because of the ties between government officials and the dominant class, private elite groups as well as government officials can use state power for their own self-aggrandizement.

In contrast, a developmentalist state typically does a better job of directing rents only to firms that engage in activities that advance the state’s interest in a particular form of economic transformation. Rent-seeking is by no means absent in a country with a developmentalist state – a fact well illustrated by the pervasiveness of rent-seeking in Japan.\(^\text{19}\) Rather, the state is more successful in preventing private interests from gaining rents purely as a result of their political power, without regard to the intended purposes for which the state is making such resources available. In Alice Amsden’s words, the key issue is whether *quids* are given only in return for meaningful *quos*.\(^\text{20}\) When a subsidy is
offered in exchange for a certain level and type of export performance, for example, the government needs to be able to enforce the terms of the policy, to ensure that the subsidy does not simply become an unconditional entitlement. In this regard we might make a distinction between productive and unproductive rent-seeking, i.e., from the point of view of state policy makers.21

A developmentalist state is characterized, first and foremost, by the dominance of the professional bureaucratic staff over politicians with regard to policy making authority or power.22 The autonomy of the state – and thus the ability of the government to pursue policies intended to advance the general welfare – is enhanced when decision makers are insulated against the political pressures of private interests; a core insight of the developmentalist state literature is that the professional staff can resist such pressures more successfully than politicians, whose personal interests are inevitably bound up with the interests of particular constituencies. The importance of state autonomy derives from the basic logic of state-led development, i.e., using state power to address “collective action” problems and get private actors to make decisions they would not otherwise make, i.e., because of market forces alone. Investors, if left to their own devices, would follow certain paths simply because they expect to profit from doing so. When the government attempts to alter their choices, some investors are likely to face diminished profit opportunities; government actions stand to harm their interests. To implement such policies, the core decision makers need not to depend excessively on these private actors for their own reproduction. Other important characteristics of a developmentalist state include a bureaucratic culture rewarding rule-based (as against personalistic) behavior, high prestige for professional bureaucrats, and long-term single-party dominance. Evans’ key contribution is to emphasize that the state must be not merely autonomous from society but embedded in its society: unless the state is going to count primarily on coercion as a mode of policy implementation, it needs to secure the cooperation of the relevant private sector interests that are the objects of the policy.23

Clientelism results to a certain extent from the absence of the features characterizing a developmentalist state. In some societies (e.g. the US), clientelism will appear as the normal mode of doing politics/policy – an understanding that highlights the extent to which clientelism is not a disappearing vestige of traditional societies but a basic feature of politics in many modern societies.24 In a specifically bourgeois clientelist arrangement, political support becomes a means for private actors to extract resources from the state. The resources in question may be direct government expenditures, but they are just as likely to be economic policies beneficial primarily to certain private interests (and with little or unclear public purpose). Clientelism remains a primary mode of policy formation either when politicians (and not bureaucrats) make the important policy decisions or when the bureaucracy itself is staffed by political appointees beholden to particular interests. In both cases we are referring to an institutional feature of the state that indicates a significantly expanded role in policy making for private interests (especially business) – expanded, that is, relative to the role for such interests in a developmental state.

Given the opportunities for unproductive rent-seeking associated with initiating foreign labor flows, my argument is that foreign worker initiatives are more likely to be adopted in a country with a clientelist state than in a country with a developmentalist state. A crucial piece of the explanation of labor migration, then, is that the state in the receiving country in question does not have the capacity or the structural characteristics necessary to induce or facilitate the various structural economic changes that can minimize the demand for and use of foreign labor. Instead, the state is a
vehicle for rent-seeking, as employers press a policy of importing foreign labor. There is a strong element of path-dependence here: once a country has allowed employers to import foreign workers, it becomes much more difficult to alter the direction of policy and attempt the productivity solution. On the other hand, if the productivity-centered solution to labor shortages is successful in the first instance, foreign labor comes to appear to employers as less “necessary.”

This argument is intended as a refinement of Gary Freeman’s discussion of immigration policy and clientelism. Freeman’s analysis of clientelism is similar to the one presented here: employers exploit weaknesses of the state to gain access to cheap foreign labor. What is missing, however, is recognition of the fact that not all liberal democratic states import large numbers of foreign workers – perhaps because not all liberal democratic states are characterized by the same degree of clientelism. The key to advancing the argument is explicit attention to variation, studying countries with few foreign workers as well as those with many.

The primary conflict portrayed here is between employers and the state. For the two countries in question, the organization of labor (construction workers in particular) is not a factor that differentiates them. Construction workers in Israel (especially foreign/Palestinian workers) are not well organized. But the same is true of Japan: Pempel and Tsunekawa’s well-known discussion refers to “corporatism without labor.” The organization of labor might be a relevant factor under-pinning state structure and strategy for other countries, but it will not be considered in depth here.

The Weaknesses of Existing Theory and the Logic of the Comparison

The paper contrasts Israel’s experience with imported labor to Japan’s alternative approaches to resolving labor shortages for unskilled workers. Each country experienced serious labor shortages at different times, and so the discussion relates to those different periods: Japan first in the late 1960s and early 1970s, and Israel in the early and mid-1990s.

The empirical discussion begins with the observation that Israel has many foreign workers (as a percentage of its labor force) while Japan has relatively few. In 1996, foreign workers constituted approximately 8.4% of the Israeli labor force (including a conservatively estimated 75,000 undocumented workers, but not including an estimated 20,000 non-citizen Palestinians from the occupied West Bank and Gaza). In Japan in the early 1970s, on the other hand, and despite a labor shortage that received a great deal of attention in the government and the media, foreigners constituted approximately 0.3% of the labor force; most of these individuals were permanent residents of Korean origin, and the “guestworker” type was virtually non-existent, apart from a few thousand “trainees.” Even by the mid-1990s, the figure remained below 1.5%, including undocumented workers and permanent residents (see Figure 1). The Japanese figures, then, are near the low end of the range describing OECD countries, while the Israeli figures are near the high end of that range. I will explain this difference by connecting it to the clientelist nature of the Israeli state as against the developmentalist characteristics of the Japanese state. Some methodological issues must be discussed first, however.

At first glance the comparison between Israel and Japan may seem odd, given a cursory consideration of the very significant differences between them. If they are different in many respects, how can we hope to establish that the cluster of variables relating to state structure really accounts for the difference in the outcome variable of foreign workers?
As it turns out, the comparison is useful not in spite of these differences but because of them. The most important factors that ought to complicate and inhibit the comparison concern the differences between the two economies themselves. Japan, a very wealthy country, has an extremely large and diverse economy. Israel is much smaller and less diverse, with a per capita income that places it towards the lower end of high-income countries as defined by the OECD. Does this difference help account for the different levels of foreign workers in the two economies? We may be tempted to answer yes, until we consider that, according to existing migration theory, we would expect on these grounds that the outcome would be the opposite of what it is in reality. In other words, the comparison is theoretically fruitful precisely because it demonstrates a key weakness of existing theories: these accounts are unable to explain both why some countries have many foreign workers while others (such as Japan) have relatively few. That is, they do not successfully account for variation.

For example, in neo-classical economic theory, economically more advanced countries are said to “need” cheaper foreign workers, which are supplied by workers from poorer countries who seek to increase their wages.\textsuperscript{31} But the “development” gaps between Israel and its regional neighbors (and other senders of workers) are not different in a meaningful way from those between Japan and its neighbors, yet Israel's labor force contains a much higher percentage of foreigners. In 1970, Japan’s per capita GNP was more than 7 times that of South Korea, almost 9 times that of the Philippines, and at least 7 times that of China.\textsuperscript{32} In 1993, Israel’s p/c GNP was approximately 9.5 times that of Jordan, 17 times that of Egypt, 4 times that of Turkey, 11 times that of Romania, and 6 times that of Thailand.\textsuperscript{33} Workers came to Israel not from Egypt or Jordan but from countries (Romania, Thailand, and Turkey, among others) with multiples that both exceeded and did not exceed the multiples relating to Japan. There is no theoretically meaningful empirical pattern here.

The point holds concerning other respects in which the countries do not differ significantly. According to the dual labor market theory of labor migration, a large secondary economic sector is fertile territory for the assimilation of a foreign labor force.\textsuperscript{34} But both Israel and Japan are characterized by a high level of economic dualism in their labor
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markets. According to world-systems theory, strong investment, trade, military, and colonial ties typically lead to labor migration.\textsuperscript{35} But Israel and Japan both have such ties with many countries. Moreover, the main sending countries to Israel (with the significant exception of occupied Palestine) – Romania and Thailand – do not have especially strong relationships with Israel of the type often thought to precipitate labor migration. Japan, despite a long history of military conquest and occupation in East Asia – not to mention its role as regional economic superpower – has not experienced labor immigration on nearly the scale of Israel or of the main European receiving countries.

In discussions of foreign labor in Japan one often encounters the claim that Japan’s closure to foreign labor derives in large part from a marked xenophobia and a desire to maintain a high degree of homogeneity.\textsuperscript{36} This is an important alternative hypothesis. In this context it might be imagined that Israel, a country that already has an ethnically diverse population, is not characterized by the same cultural closure to foreigners. While Israel is open to immigration, however, it is of course open to immigration only of a very specific kind, \textit{i.e.}, of Jews. There is no plausibility in the claim that the presence of foreign workers in Israel derives from a greater openness to the increased presence of non-Jews from around the world; in fact, that presence was explicitly not desired at a popular level and has become highly problematic. (Foreign workers in Israel, particularly the unskilled ones, are by definition non-Jewish; if they were Jewish they would have immediate access to citizenship and would not require work permits.) The two countries differ culturally in a variety of important ways, but those differences do not add up to a distinction that helps account for their different policies with respect to low-level foreign labor. Despite some cultural differences, Japan and Israel share a marked particularism with respect to foreigners.

In fact this particularism is also shared by other labor importers, most notably Germany: it would certainly not work to argue that West Germany in the 1960s imported Turks and Yugoslavs because it welcomed an increase in cultural or ethnic diversity. In fact it would seem that the issue of guestworkers is likely to become salient precisely in those countries (experiencing labor shortages) that wish to maintain a sense of homogeneity: guestworker programs start with the notion that the workers will meet a temporary need and then leave when that need ends, thus posing no real long-term threat to homogeneity. Classic immigration countries such as the US and Canada can satisfy their labor needs by accepting more immigrants, \textit{i.e.}, as candidates for permanent residence and thus full social membership. These immigration flows have drawn on a diverse set of origin countries and cultures. The empirical contrast is not complete: continued American use of Mexican guestworkers testifies to the fact that some types of potential immigrants are in fact not welcome as full social members in the US, at least not in greater quantities. But that fact simply confirms the more general point: guestworker programs become relevant when workers are required but the actual people involved are considered undesirable as, well, people. What is surprising, then, given that Israel, Japan and Germany (among others) embody an ethno-cultural sense of nationhood, is not that Israel and Germany have imported guestworkers but that Japan has not. The claim that a desire for homogeneity explains Japan’s aversion to foreign workers fails to appreciate the more general problem and thus starts with the wrong premise.

More importantly, however, while aspects of Japanese culture might lay the foundation for a desire to exclude foreign workers, culture is insufficient as an explanation for the country’s ability to maintain both an exclusionary immigration policy \textit{and} a reasonably successful economy (at least in certain periods). The ability to satisfy both economic and cultural “imperatives,” I will argue, is rooted in a particular state structure that facilitates a particular mode
of economic governance. The Israeli state falls short precisely in this respect: state structure, not culture, makes the real difference between the two countries.

The main point here is that, once we consider the two countries in terms of existing theory concerning labor migration, we see either that the main differences lead us to expect outcomes quite different from reality, or that the countries do not differ in terms of factors that should be presumed, on theoretical grounds, to explain the (different) outcomes. Odd as the comparison may seem, then, it is therefore quite promising for exploring an argument concerning how state structures help explain labor migration. The comparison is especially useful insofar is it highlights the lacuna of existing theory (the neo-classical economic account in particular.)

I will argue here that the different trajectories of Israel and Japan concerning foreign labor policy are best explained by the difference in state structures with respect to economic governance. In Israel the structure of the state frustrated policy makers’ efforts to implement the kind of policy measures that would likely have significantly reduced the demand for cheap foreign labor. The policy process for at least some economic issues in Israel exhibits a number of characteristics that sharply distinguish it from economic policy making in a (formerly) developmentalist state such as Japan. In particular, this process is highly politicized, fragmented, and marked by a short-term perspective. These characteristics mean that in many cases private interests have the ability to block changes that threaten their interests, and in particular their profits. This statement is especially true concerning the difficult changes that would have been required for restructuring the construction industry in Israel, a precondition for limiting the number of foreign workers while also achieving other goals important to the Israeli government.

In Japan, on the other hand, state economic governance was already geared to facilitating the kinds of changes that were compatible with minimizing the need for low-level foreign labor. The point is phrased carefully: I do not assert that economic governance in Japan took as its primary task the minimization of foreign labor. Instead, the argument is simply that the government’s economic bureaucrats have long attempted (successfully, in important instances) to achieve other objectives that also happened to support a closed-door policy with respect to low-level foreign labor. These objectives included (foremost, for our purposes) continual advancements in labor productivity through adoption of capital-intensive production processes. Depending on the characteristics of the relevant product market, a production process with higher labor productivity will typically demand workers with higher skills and offer employment with greater stability and higher wages. These characteristics will maintain the attractiveness to citizens of such jobs. While Israeli economic policymakers profess commitment to comparable aims, what really matters here are the conditions for success of policies intended to achieve them. This is the central relevant respect in which Israel and Japan differ, and I will demonstrate both that this difference is the key to understanding their contrasting experiences with foreign labor and that the difference centers on the nature of the Israeli and Japanese states.

The differences between the two countries amount to a need for use of different types of data. In Israel the story is about the rapid growth of a foreign labor force and the failure of policies that might have prevented that growth; in Japan the story is about the non-emergence of a large foreign labor force and the relative success of economic policy. The use of different methods relates as well to the fact that foreign labor in Israel is a relatively recent and not well documented phenomenon; research concerning Israel therefore has required primary data
collection, including interviews with political and economic elites. In Japan, on the other hand, the topics of foreign labor policy and economic governance have been treated extensively by social scientists; I am therefore able to rely mainly on existing analyses.

**Different Paths**

The contrast in the two countries’ use of foreign labor is quite striking. The relevant indicator is the percentage of the labor force occupied by foreigners – or, more to the point, low-level foreign workers (as distinct from professionals, managers, etc.). In absolute terms, Japan has several times as many foreign workers as Israel – there are currently something like 1 million foreign workers in Japan, as against roughly 250,000 in Israel. But the percentages tell the true story, as discussed above.

The issue of foreign labor in Japan has received a great deal of scholarly attention in the last decade, as observers rushed to account for what appeared to be the end of Japanese exceptionalism in this regard. The numbers of foreign workers appeared to be increasing substantially, and it was that increase that (for some) demanded explanation. This reading of the Japanese case misconstrues two essential aspects of the problem. First, even if it were true that Japan was becoming more like some Western European countries in its use of low-level foreign labor, this development would not erase the historical fact that Japan’s very impressive economic growth in the 1960s and early 1970s took place without foreign labor, unlike that of Western Europe. Second, even though the population of foreign workers in Japan did increase rapidly beginning in the late 1980s, the growth began from a very small base, and as a percentage of the Japanese labor force foreign labor remains a rather insignificant phenomenon in comparison with foreign labor in countries such as Germany, Switzerland, and France. The impulse to explain “the presence of foreign workers in Japan” helps obscure these more noteworthy features of the Japanese case. What really demands explanation here are the twin facts that the numbers remained so small for so long and that they are still quite low in comparison to other relevant cases. In this sense it is useful to conceive of Japan as a “negative case” of labor migration – particularly because (as noted above) existing theories of labor migration would lead to the prediction that Japan should have large numbers of foreign workers. I will argue that this description is especially relevant to Japan’s first engagement with this question, in the late 1960s and early 1970s, when labor shortages and rapid economic growth first led employers to demand access to foreign labor.

There are some idiosyncratic elements of the Israeli case as well, though the real point is that more recently Israel has in truth become much more like the Western European countries that have a longer history with guestworkers. Israel had no foreign workers through the mid-1960s, though it did have very large immigration flows, most of which came from poor countries. Israel’s 1967 victory in the Six-Day War gave it control over a (Palestinian) population that before long began supplying labor in Israel proper. The interests of policy makers in this instance derived more from political and security than from economic considerations: giving Palestinians access to Israeli wages was perceived as an important means of muting opposition to Israeli control over the West Bank and Gaza. In the early 1990s, however, Israel began importing workers of the more traditional guestworker type, mainly from Romania, Thailand, and the Philippines. This organized immigration was quickly followed by a very substantial increase in the population of undocumented workers from a very large number of countries, especially
from Eastern Europe and Africa. In many cases these new workers were used to replace Palestinians who were unable to reach their jobs because of border closures that followed terrorist attacks in Israel. In both cases the most important sector of employment is construction; other key sectors are agriculture, domestic labor, and restaurants/hotels.

The fact that these workers in some cases replaced Palestinians has led some observers to form the impression that Israel’s “security” situation is the main factor accounting for the decision to import foreign labor. This is another important alternative hypothesis, competing with the notion that that decision derived from institutions and state structures. The problem is that the new guestworker program and the new undocumented worker populations quickly outgrew the dimensions of the earlier use of non-citizen Palestinian labor: at its peak, employment of Palestinians involved approximately 125,000 workers, as against approximately 250,000 foreign workers. Moreover, tens of thousands of Palestinians eventually reentered the Israeli labor force as well, such that in an extended perspective the new foreigners are a substantial addition to the labor force rather than simply a replacement for Israel’s more traditional foreign labor supply. This is not simply a substitution of one type of worker for another, driven by security considerations; this is a very significant change in the structure of the Israeli labor force. Geo-politics and security considerations probably acted as a catalyst for the change, but the change is structural and I will argue that it derives from more basic structural forces. In addition, the difficulties with Palestinian workers during the first intifadah could have been viewed as an opportunity for economic change in sectors that had relied on Palestinian labor (instead of a crisis demanding resolution through replacement from other cheap labor sources). In fact, some Israeli officials (e.g. in the Finance Ministry) did take this perspective, though their voices did not carry much weight in the end. Security considerations dictated only the closure of the borders to Palestinians – these considerations did not determine that it should follow that those workers should be replaced by other foreigners – and in even greater numbers. In the short term, perhaps, a limited replacement supply of labor made sense, along with a concerted effort to obviate the need for Palestinian workers, i.e., through restructuring of the construction industry in particular – which would have provided more jobs that Jews would have considered acceptable. Instead, Israel failed to accomplish this restructuring and brought a much larger number of foreign workers – outcomes that security considerations alone cannot explain.

It is worth emphasizing that policy makers in both countries have been extremely reluctant to allow employers to hire foreigners in the lower reaches of the labor market. In both instances key government personnel have made frequent public statements demonstrating familiarity with the Western European guestworker experience. It is likely that Japanese policy makers were familiar with the West German situation in particular, as Japan frequently looked to Germany for guidance: “Because of the many striking parallels between the two countries, and because Germany modernized at an earlier date, Japan has a long tradition of seeking to draw lessons from the German experience.” I cannot provide direct evidence that Japanese policy makers decided to exclude unskilled foreign workers in the early 1970s because of lessons they drew from West Germany or other countries in Europe (lessons such as the inevitability of family reunification and permanent settlement and resultant socio-political tensions). But it seems implausible that Japanese bureaucrats were not aware of the concerns being raised there. In the more recent period that awareness is beyond question.
The notion that Japanese policy makers were aware of the disadvantages of foreign labor would hardly be surprising; after all, the overall thrust of policy there has been to prevent significant growth in the low-level foreign worker population. But Israelis too drew on the European experience to warn against the temptations of foreign labor. Already in 1988 a newspaper editorial invoked lessons from the European experience (high social costs, the illusions about “return”). Key informants in the Labor and Finance ministries demonstrated significant awareness of that experience as they indicated to me the basis of their opposition to the idea. So the real task is to specify the conditions for successfully avoiding foreign labor. As indicated above, those conditions are intertwined with the broader relations between the state and the economy in each case.

ISRAEL: FAILED ATTEMPTS AT ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

The rapid growth of non-Jewish foreign worker populations in Israel is a striking development, utterly at odds with the understanding most Israelis (Jews in particular) have of their country. Explaining this development requires, among other things, understanding why efforts to resolve labor shortages in other ways failed. Here I explore the failure of efforts to convince Israelis to work in construction as well as to modernize the construction sector to reduce demand for labor; I then connect these failures to the structural weakness of the Israeli state. Finally, I show how employers exploited that weakness to secure the government’s consent to a policy of importing labor.

Production methods in the construction sector in Israel, especially for residential construction, are quite primitive—in no small measure because contractors relied on a plentiful labor supply from the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip for labor for more than two decades. The work itself requires certain skills, but the skills involved can be likened to the skill of sewing shirts by hand. A study commissioned by the Israeli Ministry of Housing and Construction found that capitalization and productivity are low: Israeli contractors invest an average of $8,000 per worker, compared with an average of $30,000 per worker in 14 other advanced industrial economies. Moreover, the sector is relatively undercapitalized to a greater extent than other Israeli economic sectors: in construction the ratio is 27% (8,000 ÷ 30,000), whereas the ratio for other economic sectors is closer to 35%. Worker productivity is low as well: the average yearly output per worker is about $50,000, while the average across the other 14 countries is typically in the range of $80,000 to $100,000. The work itself is dirty and the wages are low relative to wages in other sectors, and so, unsurprisingly, the jobs are unattractive to Israeli citizens. Israelis make up a majority of those employed in the construction sector as a whole, but they are seldom found working in certain key occupations—particularly in jobs involving work in concrete, plaster, ironwork and flooring (often called “wet work” in Hebrew). This is the heart of the labor supply problem and the main reason typically given for importing foreign labor.

The usefulness of the Palestinians as a labor force came into question during the 1987-1993 Palestinian uprising (intifadah), as the Israeli security forces and Palestinians themselves frequently prevented workers from arriving to their jobs in Israel. This was the first occasion where Israeli policy makers began to raise concerns about the parameters of the construction sector. In subsequent years there were several attempts at change, directed at increasing the presence of Israeli workers in the sector and minimizing dependence on Palestinians. The
government’s efforts fell under two broad headings: training Israeli workers, and offering incentives to contractors to adopt less labor-intensive building methods. Both policies failed quite miserably, a fact that had direct implications for the government’s response to employer demands for foreign labor. The next section discusses the reasons for these failures.

Training and structural transformation

There have been several episodes of worker training since the late 1980s, directed in particular at unemployed Israelis and young soldiers nearing the end of their mandatory service. The premise of these programs has been that Israelis are in fact willing to work in construction but that contractors generally do not want Israeli employees because they do not know how to do the work. The government has therefore subsidized both the training courses themselves and the contractors’ cost of employing the novice workers. Some informants asserted that the money budgeted – roughly $25 million between 1993 and 1997 – was a significant amount.50,51

The success of the program is indicated by the extent to which the trainees continued to work in the construction sector. One indicator of the Israeli government’s frustrations in making such programs work is that reliable data on such matters are often not available. One Labor Ministry official52 asserted that only 20% of those who had been trained were still working in construction two years after completion of the training program. A representative of the Contractors’ Association disputed that figure but allowed that it was below 40%;53 this person directed a section involved in the training programs and arguably had an interest in touting their success. Typically, trainees followed two paths: the young soldiers continued to work in the sector long enough to get a contractors’ bonus (the Contractors’ Association’s main contribution to the program) and then used that money for a extended period of travel abroad – a common experience for Israelis who have finished their mandatory military service. Older unemployed workers were more likely to remain in construction work longer, but typically they became small subcontractors themselves and then looked to hire others for the undesirable work.54

Several informants, including some of the Labor Ministry officials responsible for implementing the training programs, asserted that their real function was to provide cheap labor to the contractors.55 The government paid workers’ wages during the first three months of on-site training, i.e., at regular construction sites operated by contractors. Once the period of apprenticeship was complete and the workers began requiring actual wages from the contractors, the contractors were said to be less interested in continuing to employ the Israeli workers, who were bound to be more expensive and less malleable than the Palestinians.56 It is especially revealing that every government official with whom I discussed the program who was involved in design or implementation said he or she had either actively opposed its creation or predicted it would fail.57 Several claimed that the program was pushed by politicians for political reasons: in particular, the politicians wanted (so the argument went) to create the appearance of “doing something” about the twin problems of high unemployment among Israelis and the shortage of labor in the construction sector. The professional staff uniformly referred to this effort as a waste of time and money. The main problem, in their view, was that it was impossible to attract Israelis to construction work without first changing the basic parameters of employment in the sector: wages, working conditions, and the nature of the work.
Training workers had no impact on these structural issues and merely offered short-term incentives for short-term changes in the actions of individual workers. The contention that the program’s main function was to provide cheap labor indicates in a preliminary way the rewards of rent-seeking in the Israeli state: contractors received resources through government budgets without having to engage in the behavior the program was designed to elicit.

Along with training workers, the Israeli government has tried to induce the kinds of structural transformations in the construction sector that might in fact make it possible to attract Israeli workers to construction. These efforts were seriously undermined by the very fact of allowing employers to import foreign labor: some observers and officials noted that if employers, deprived of their Palestinian workers by government security policies (border closures), had to pay the wages Israelis would demand for construction work, contractors would quickly find it in their interest to make investments in increasing labor productivity so that they could “justify” paying those wages. Indeed, during the early 1990s when there were sustained problems with access to Palestinian labor, some officials argued that these problems constituted an opportunity to escape dependence on cheap (Palestinian) labor for the construction sector, through restructuring. But there were more immediate problems with the government’s activities here as well.

Soon after the outbreak of the intifadah in 1987, the Construction Ministry began offering subsidies to contractors who adopted “industrialized” building methods, e.g. for using drywall instead of wet plaster for interior walls. As with worker training, however, there was no effective mechanism for determining whether the subsidies actually had any long-term impact. In this case the ministry did not know whether its bonuses were going to contractors who were actually switching methods or to (the few) contractors who were already using more advanced methods. Again, government resources were given without guarantee that the contractors were doing what was desired of them, indicating a weakness in the government’s capacity for economic policy. More recent efforts appeared to have even less practical import, despite periodic proclamations that the government is encouraging industrialized construction. One Construction Ministry advisor described a 1993 program as merely “declarative,” involving exhortations. Another official in the Finance Ministry stated forthrightly: “We don’t really know how to do it.”

A 1995 program perhaps demonstrated even more confusion. The government again offered monetary incentives to contractors, this time for completing buildings more quickly. The premise here was that contractors would try to achieve this goal by switching to industrialized methods (and would hire Israelis to do the work). But the employers, who at this point were starting to reap the benefits of employing foreign workers, instead increased their demand for workers and used the workers they had more intensively (longer hours, etc.).

The contractors themselves expressed marked ambivalence about the government’s intentions to transform the construction sector. Some officials of the Contractors’ Association earnestly expressed support, saying that they “really wanted” to adopt more productive methods and employ more Israelis. But when asked about an actual proposal of the Construction Ministry to alter the incentives in this direction, one official said the Association opposed the policy: “We would be profitable, but less profitable.” In a product market where demand consistently exceeds supply, this statement makes sense. If selling prices represented a cost of production plus a standard
markup, then an increase in production costs for all contractors would not represent much in the way of lost profit opportunities for any particular contractor; such increases would be paid by consumers. But housing prices in Israel are only weakly related to the cost of production, such that any increase in costs represents a reduction of profit. The contractors’ opposition to any proposal that increased their costs (e.g. in the form of higher wages or increased expenditures for machinery) is hardly surprising.

The question then becomes whether the contractors were in a position to block real attempts to alter their behavior. There is a widespread perception among the professional bureaucrats I interviewed that they do have such power. The Labor Party was said to be very dependent on the contractors, especially during the Labor government of 1992-1996 (when the large increase in the foreign workers population occurred); a former director-general of the Labor Ministry asserted that the Finance and Construction ministers during this period were especially close to the contractors. The president of the Contractors’ Association in the early 1990s was also a senior official in the Labor Party. A representative of the contractors themselves hinted at such influence: “Labor, Likud: we can talk to them, to the secular parties.” All democratic systems involve opportunities for private actors to influence policy outcomes. What matters most here, however, are the structural characteristics of the state (internal fragmentation, shaky coalitions, decision making power held by politicians as against the professional staff) that determine that such influence is decisive for policy making, particularly when that influence runs against official policy.

The Israeli government, then, lacked the institutional capacity for crafting and implementing a program that would have significantly changed the incentives for construction firms to invest in a different type of production (and to employ fewer but more productive workers). The desire for such a policy was apparent in the numerous interviews I conducted. Moreover, a number of informants expressed their views in ways that made it clear such an approach was the “official” policy of the government (industrialize the construction industry, and hire foreigners only as a “last resort”). It is precisely this gap – between policy as officially stated and policy as a coherent set of actions having an impact in the world – that indicates a lack of state capacity, at least in this particular area.

**The Decision to Import Construction Labor**

The Israeli government was under intense pressure in the early 1990s to increase the housing supply, especially to accommodate new immigrants. Palestinian terrorist attacks, which interfered with labor flows from the territories, were, from the government’s point of view, very poorly timed in this regard. Some observers hold that these essentially contingent developments – a housing shortage and a construction labor shortage (as determined by geopolitics) – are sufficient to explain the government’s decision to import foreign labor. I contend they are not (and that we must pay close attention to the structure of the Israeli state in constructing a satisfactory explanation). First, the rhetoric surrounding the policy debates on foreign labor was dominated by the notion that Israel had no choice but to import labor. This notion was simply not coherent (which is not to say that its assertion did not have an impact). What policy makers really mean when they say there is no (alternative) choice is that the costs associated with the alternatives are too high. More precisely, they are too high for some particular interests that can avoid being forced to bear those costs. Labor markets in capitalist societies are markets where a commodity is traded. Social factors influence, to a greater degree than for other commodities, the determination of prices for the commodity
called labor power—but that commodity nonetheless has a price at which it can be traded. Israeli construction employers were indeed unable to attract Israeli labor—but only because they were unwilling to pay the wages Israelis would have demanded to accept such work. Understood in this context, the problem of housing immigrants and the closure of Israel’s borders with the territories did not determine that the country would “have to” import labor. These factors merely changed the market conditions affecting the price of labor, by increasing its demand (i.e., as production needs increased) and restricting its supply (as Palestinian workers were locked out by the government).

The second factor that vitiates the “contingency” explanation concerns the decision making process and thus brings us to a discussion of the state itself. In Israel, formal authority for issuing labor permits to noncitizens lies clearly and unequivocally with the Ministry of Labor (upon whose recommendation the Interior Ministry issues the corresponding entry visa). The Minister of Labor in the Rabin government, Ora Namir, first confronted the foreign labor question by refusing to grant such permits. In a different type of state, had she persisted in this refusal there would have been no significant growth of legal foreign workers in Israel. As it turned out, Namir was overruled and the Labor Ministry’s authority in this matter was usurped.

In this context it matters deeply that the decision making process in Israel was highly politicized; this is the key component of the institutional foundations of clientelism that bear exploration here. The series of decisions that constituted the Israeli policy of importing labor was made entirely at the highest political level of the government, by cabinet ministers. There was a lack of clear ministerial jurisdiction over specified policy areas. The bureaucracy was fragmented and the professional staff had no real influence on the outcome. As such, the policy process itself was marked by a very short-term time perspective. It was—most importantly—open to influence of private interests to a significant degree. The rest of this section explores these contentions in greater detail.

Other observers of Israel have discerned a substantial dimension of clientelism in a general sense: Roniger, for example, writes that “access to … many public goods and publicly distributed private goods is mediated to a large degree by representatives of the major segments, be they religious groups, political parties, linguistic communities, local units, or some other entity.” Our particular interest here, however, is the institutional characteristics of the state that facilitate such arrangements for policy-making.

The lack of clear jurisdiction enabled certain politicians to take initiatives that in other settings would likely have been blocked by other types of actors more confident of their authority and power. Again, the formal authority in this matter belonged to the Labor Ministry. Labor Minister Namir steadfastly refused to issue permits for foreign workers when contractors began requesting large numbers of permits in April 1993. The Minister of Construction (Ben Eliezer), under pressure from the contractors, therefore approached Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, in whom he found a sympathetic ear. In negotiations with Rabin and Ben-Eliezer, Namir “agreed” to cede her authority in this matter (knowing that she was out-gunned), and decisions were henceforth taken either by a committee of these three ministers or by the cabinet as a whole. The venue of the decisions did not follow any discernible logic from that point on: it simply happened on occasion that the Construction or Agriculture ministers would raise the issue at the weekly cabinet meeting, and the cabinet would proceed to vote on increasing the quota of permits, despite the fact that the issue had not been on
the agenda. In addition, while the Labor Ministry issued the work permits for foreigners, the permits were distributed by the Contractors’ Association itself.

A core claim of developmental state theory is that states can play a constructive role in economic development when the power of politicians to make policy is limited, relative to that of professional bureaucrats. The Israeli case does not conform to that model. The decision making process concerning foreign labor was almost entirely divorced from the professional staff of the relevant ministries. One minister who might have been expected to vote against these proposals was Avraham Shochat, the Finance Minister. The top-level professional staff of the Finance Ministry opposed foreign labor from the outset. In particular, David Brodet (Budget Director until the end of 1994 and then Director-General) asserted that he and his associates looked at the issue from a broad perspective and concluded that the cost to the society and the economy as a whole was much higher than it appeared to advocates of the idea. Brodet and the previous Director-General claimed to have attempted reasoning with Minister Shochat, but Shochat voted in favor of granting additional permits until the middle of 1995.

Some officials argued that this experience was typical of economic policy making in Israel. Brodet and Fogel affirmed that Finance Ministers frequently (though not always) disregard the opinions of their professional staff in favor of political considerations. This has been true most notably of decisions on wage policy, government pensions, and the budget process. In most cases, of course, the results are decisions that involve higher levels of spending, a phenomenon manifested in very high budget deficits (though in recent years those deficits have declined considerably). The staff were aware of the political pressures that could lead to such decisions and accepted such pressures as the “rules of the game.” The case of the Finance Ministry is important in this context because it is widely perceived as having the most professional staff – the fewest political appointments, the highest standards for recruitment, etc.

Other officials echoed this overall view. One department head in the Labor Ministry stated that the professional staff frequently conduct studies concluding that various reforms should be made to various operations of a particular ministry. But the recommendations are rarely carried out; even when real changes are made, they typically do not reflect the conclusions of the study. One example concerns the effort to train Israelis for construction work: Finance Ministry officials argued for its cancellation, on the basis of a National Insurance Institute study showing that the program was not working. But the recommendations were ignored because, some argued, politicians wanted to present the image of doing something about the problem. A Finance Ministry staffperson concluded: “More research is always needed, but the real issue is teaching government offices how to use it. The conclusions are not implemented.”

Here it is noteworthy that nothing that could be called serious research was conducted to inform the decision to import labor. At the beginning (in 1993), this was perhaps explained by the perception that decisions had to be reached very quickly. But this mode of policy making persisted through subsequent periods that produced recurring decisions to increase the number of permits. Generally, this episode of Israeli policy making, where consequential decisions were made with no systematic consideration of long-term impacts on the economy or society, presents a considerable contrast with the mode of policy making typically found in developmentalist states such as Japan, as we will see below.

The entry of large numbers of foreign workers into the construction labor force has contributed to a pronounced stagnation of wages – and even to a significant decline in real terms. It has also coincided with a very
significant increase in profits for construction companies, both in terms of gross amounts and profit rates. Data from publicly traded construction companies,\textsuperscript{85} obtained from financial reports filed with the Israel Securities Authority, show that gross profits almost trebled from 1993 to 1996 and remained above 1992 levels until the severe economic recession that began in late 1999 (Figure 2). The increase in the profit rate is even more important: gross profit rates rose from 12\% in 1993 to almost 20\% in 1997. The increase in gross amounts is of course in part a consequence of increased levels of construction activity (which were facilitated by the availability of extra labor at the “right” price). The increase in rates, however, also feeds the increased gross amounts. While profit rates are affected by a range of factors, the notion that the increase in foreign workers played no role is thoroughly implausible.
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There is of course a direct link between these two phenomena (declining wages and increasing profits), a link illuminated by the concept of a quota profit. The size of the quota profit is estimated at approximately one US dollar per hour, which is the average wage increase a worker can get by abandoning his permit employer and finding “illegal” work.\textsuperscript{86} With foreigners in construction working an average of 280 hours a month, even a medium-size contractor employing 100 foreign workers can “earn” something like an additional $28,000 a month by ensuring continued access to permits allowing him to employ foreigners. Small wonder, then, that many large firms have replaced most or all of their Palestinians engaged in “wet” work with foreigners in the last five years. Other employers have benefited too, given that the increased presence of foreign workers has depressed wages in the competitive labor market as well; wages for Palestinians in the relevant occupations have not changed in nominal (shekel) terms since 1994, which means there has been a significant decline in real (dollar) terms.
Contractors thus have clear and compelling incentives to use whatever political pressure can be mustered to ensure that government policy decisions on foreign labor continue to favor their interests. For our purposes, however, what really matters is the fact that the structural weakness of the state helps guarantee that their interests dominate the policy making process.

**JAPAN: SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR AN ALTERNATIVE RESPONSE**

Many Japanese employers have long pressured for government permission to import low-level workers. The Japanese Chamber of Commerce and Industry (representing small and medium-sized businesses) adopted a resolution in 1970 urging the government to explore the option of importing labor. Many businesses and business associations, concerned about the shortage of unskilled and semi-skilled labor, submitted reports to the government urging that the trainee program be expanded.\(^8^7\) The Tokyo Chamber of Commerce and Industry called in July 1970 for an expansion of the trainee program in a document entitled “The Demand on Next Year’s Labor Policy”; it also insisted that employers be able to import workers from other Asian countries independently of the nascent trainee system.\(^8^8\) The government’s response has not been altogether negative. Japan began importing workers under the guise of “trainees” in the late 1960s, but the numbers were miniscule, totaling something like 5000 workers.\(^8^9\) The recession that began in the mid-1970s removed the issue from the agenda, until resumed economic growth in the mid-1980s led employers to renew their demands. In this more recent period the numbers of foreign workers have increased: the “trainee” program has been expanded significantly, and South Americans of Japanese descent (*nikkei*) have received official sanction to work in Japan.\(^9^0\) In addition, there has been a substantial increase in the size of the undocumented worker population in Japan.\(^9^1\) Again, however, what is truly noteworthy about Japan is the fact that the presence of foreign workers has remained so small (relative to the size of the labor force). This section explores the reasons for Japan’s success in implementing alternative solutions for labor shortages at the bottom of the labor market.

The goal here is to demonstrate that, in part because of the Japanese mode of economic governance, the economy developed in a particular direction, one that comprised the conditions under which Japanese employers could continue to employ Japanese workers in sectors and jobs that are frequently staffed by foreigners in other countries. We continue with the assumption that the fundamental requirement for attracting citizen workers to jobs that are often considered undesirable is high and/or rising wages. Other considerations are important as well, such as status, job security, and whether the work is experienced as unpleasant. But these factors can be considered to influence the value at which the commodity of labor power will be traded; the low status of a job affects (raises) the market clearing wage for that job, rather than preventing the operation of the labor market altogether. Whether employers will be able to pay that wage depends on the type and not just the magnitude of economic growth. We will see a strong contrast between Japan and Israel on both counts, a contrast that had significant implications for their different approaches to the question of foreign labor.
There is little need to rehearse in detail the notion that Japanese employers, particularly during the economic boom of the late 1960s/early 1970s, responded to labor shortages by turning to domestic labor “reserves” such as women and workers from rural areas. This point is discussed in virtually every analysis of foreign workers in Japan. There has also been much discussion in policy making circles about the need to increase labor mobility among firms, in part by de-emphasizing traditions of “lifetime employment” and seniority-based wage formulas. Another popular topic was the need to facilitate the continued employment of older workers, i.e., those who had been forced to “retire” at age 55.

But given the consensus around the notion that domestic labor reserves provided labor when employers experienced shortages, there is a remarkable near-silence (at least in English) concerning the conditions that made possible the mobilization of those reserves. In existing discussions of the reserves thesis, there seems to be an assumption that the transfer of labor to labor-hungry sectors is a phenomenon that requires no explanation itself. Here is where we will pin down the real factors accounting for the difference between Israeli and Japanese responses to labor shortages. The basic point begins with differences in wages: Japanese workers in the labor-hungry sectors – construction in particular – have enjoyed real wage increases mostly unmatched by their counterparts in other advanced capitalist countries (with the apparent exception of Finland – another country where foreign labor has been a relatively insignificant part of the labor force). The goal here will be to connect observations concerning wages to the way state structure and policy influences the structural development of the sector.

The contrasting experiences of construction workers in the two countries are especially significant, because construction is usually a key sector for employment of foreign workers. Official figures on wages (including employers’ social insurance payments on behalf of workers) show that workers in Japanese construction firms from 1970–1994 enjoyed annual real wage increases averaging 3.2%, versus 1.6% for Israeli construction workers. Official data on wages in Israel do not cover undocumented workers (including Palestinians) – a population that grew rapidly in this period – and thus probably overstate the true increase significantly.

The important point here is not limited to the pace of the increase but to the structure of sectoral wages relative to the overall wage. The contrast between Israel and Japan is stark: construction wages as a percentage of the overall wage in Japan rose throughout this period (1970-1994), while in Israel they fell. Again, employers will find it easier to continue employing citizens in problematic sectors when they can offer high and/or rising wages, relative to average prevailing wages. Increases in Japanese construction wages have been very impressive, rising faster than average wages (uniquely among other advanced countries), to the point where construction wages in 1994 were 103% of the average Japanese wage, up from 90% in 1970. In Israel in 1994, construction wages were 88% of the average wage, down from 94% in 1970.

There are foreigners employed in construction in Japan, many of them illegally, as the Construction Ministry opposes importing construction workers. But one of the salient features of the Japanese labor force (i.e., citizens) is the very high percentage employed in construction. Construction employment as a share of total employment has remained steady at close to 10%, during a period (1970-1994) when other advanced countries (with the exception of Norway) experienced very significant declines. The Japanese construction industry is the world’s largest, with an output of about $500 billion a year. Big wage increases and high levels of employment in construction again raise
the issue of what we “see” when we consider the foreign worker question in Japan. While many other
countries have experienced declining native employment in construction, tepid wage increases (especially relative to
other sectors), and a strong presence of foreigners, what stands out for Japan is the minimal role for foreigners and
the strong tendency for Japanese workers to accept construction jobs in spite of the “dirty, dangerous, and
demanding” work.

The question then becomes: how do we account for the fact that Japanese construction contractors have been
able to pay relatively good wages, while Israeli contractors have sought out foreign labor at quite low wages? The
answer begins with the observation that the production processes for construction in the two countries are quite
different. This fact itself is part of what needs to be explained: I will argue that differences in state structure help
account for the different development trajectories of the construction sectors in Israel and Japan, which then
influence the different labor needs – as well as government responses to those needs – of the sector in each country.

The government’s effort to industrialize the construction sector goes back at least to the early 1960s and received
added impetus as a labor shortage intensified in the late 1960s, in a context where demand for housing has consistently
been very strong. The Housing Bureau of the Ministry of Construction in 1969 adopted a long-term policy for the
industrialization of the housing industry, continuing a policy of offering low-cost public financing for pre-cast concrete
panel methods of construction.\footnote{99} A Government Housing Loan Corporation program offered low-interest long-term
loans with significantly extended repayment periods (\textit{i.e.}, lower overall costs) for buyers choosing houses made with
higher amounts of prefabrication processes, thus affecting the methods of contractors by manipulating the incentives of
consumers.\footnote{100} The Ministry of International Trade and Industry was also involved and advocated in the 1960s that some
of the sector be industrialized along the lines of the automobile and electronics industries. Some well-known
manufacturers such as Toyota and Panasonic have diversified by developing subsidiaries that make houses with
processes similar to those used for their core products.\footnote{101}

Incentives for research and development are built into tax and spending policies and government contracting
procedures as well.\footnote{102} As a very large client, the government manipulated public works spending to achieve certain
goals, including the provision of sufficient resources for contractors’ investments in technological progress: the
Construction Ministry refrained from exerting significant downward pressure on procurement costs, so that contractors’
profits would be sufficient to allow such investment.\footnote{103} In addition, construction companies wanting to bid on
government-funded projects must enter the Ministry of Construction’s classification system; if a contractor wants to bid
on a Class A project, that company must hold a Class A rating. The rating system takes into account the capabilities of
the contractor, and investment in technological development is an important component of capability.\footnote{104}

Construction research in the 1960s was focused on prefabrication and techniques for work mechanization. Here
too contractors’ activities were driven to a significant extent by government policy: government contracts for
construction of public housing in the 1960s specified use of pre-cast concrete formations.\footnote{105} Prefabrication in general had
a poor reputation in Japan (as it still does in Israel), a problem the government addressed through the creation of the
Building Center of Japan: the Center developed an approval process concerning the quality and performance of
prefabricated components, to increase the willingness of consumers to buy such houses.\footnote{106} Prefabricated housing
construction grew to the point where it accounted for 25\% of all new unit sales in 1995,\footnote{107} and prefabrication processes
are also used in a significant portion of traditional timber-framed houses. More recently factory processes have advanced to the point that even some construction firms – often considered one of the most inefficient sectors of the Japanese economy – use CAD and CAM systems. We will discuss shortly the conditions that made these developments possible.

During the late 1980s and early 1990s as well, the economic press was full of reports on construction labor saving techniques and products as well as efforts to increase the manufactured component of buildings. To a certain extent, contractors have turned to robotics to “relieve workers from the execution of many dangerous and demanding tasks and to cut costs and improve productivity.” New products included robots for painting walls, robots for hanging exterior walls on tall buildings, and robots for leveling cement floors. The Ministry of Construction in 1990 began offering tax incentives to encourage contractors to expand their use of robots and extended the program in 1992. “The Japanese have a strong central government policy to drive robotic research into construction, playing a positive role in coordinating the work.” The research and development efforts of large construction contractors in Japan are probably unparalleled elsewhere – though company-provided information on the issue contains a certain amount of public relations bluster as well, and some of the more ambitious components of the robotics agenda have been abandoned in more recent years.

Japanese contractors’ adoption of industrialized techniques is far from total. Some contractors have limited their use of advanced methods because they are reluctant to upset long-term relationships with subcontractors. In addition, the impact of increased wages on productivity has been mixed: workers are said to be less willing to work long hours because they can meet their income objectives in a shorter time, such that per-day productivity has suffered. Construction costs have therefore been rising faster than inflation. In addition, because public works spending in Japan is used in part as a substitute for welfare programs (for both workers and corporations), there is a tendency for construction employment to increase during recessions, a fact that contributed to a decline in labor productivity during the 1990s. Prior to 1973, however, labor productivity was rising rapidly. The recent exacerbation of the problem should only increase the pressure for contractors to adopt less labor-intensive methods.

What seems clear, then, is that Japan followed a different path from Israel, in terms of solutions to the problem of finding labor at a wage level acceptable to employers. Japan’s refusal to open the doors to cheap foreign labor both reinforced the process of restructuring (indicated by the developments discussed above) and was made possible by it. The relationship between the two was synergistic. If Japanese companies had been able to compete on the basis of lower labor costs, they would have had fewer incentives to make investments in higher value added and technologically sophisticated processes. Conversely, if they had not found it profitable to invest in higher value added and technologically sophisticated processes, then cheap foreign labor would have appeared even more imperative as a means of competing on the basis of cost. As indicated above, this relationship evolves into a strong dimension of path-dependence, as the different solutions become embedded in a domestic regime. Of course, some employers in Japan have long believed, and many continue to believe, that admitting foreign labor is imperative as a means for restraining production costs while securing the necessary labor. So the point here is relative: although there have been some bankruptcies as a result of labor supply pressures, on the whole Japanese employers have fared reasonably well by pursuing competitive solutions that do not rely heavily on production cost savings deriving from use of inexpensive
(foreign) labor. What bears emphasizing is the distinctive relationship between these two elements in Japan: without tight restrictions on foreign labor, efforts to restructure towards more high-end production processes would have been undermined, and without such restructuring, employers would have had more reason to try to subvert the government’s efforts to restrict the inflow of foreign labor. In other words, the point is not simply that Japan performed well economically (though of course not recently). The point is that Japan performed well without significant foreign labor.

Economic Policy and State Governance

The changes described above helped alleviate the labor shortage and diminish the “need” for foreign labor, even if it would grant far too much coherence to government policy-making to argue that there was a grand design here, that the government developed a comprehensive approach to labor supply problems comprising the above elements. In the context of an investigation of labor migration, what is significant about the discussion above is the fact that the economic developments described were precisely the changes that the Japanese government was committed to achieving as part of its overall economic and industrial policy. Of course, these are precisely the changes any government would want to achieve as part of its economic policy – what government would oppose higher productivity and increasing investment in higher value-added activities? As we saw earlier, the Israeli government was interested in bringing about similar changes, particularly for the construction industry, but the results stand in strong contrast to Japan’s experience. So the conditions supporting Japan’s success in this area are what really matter. Here we explore the relevance of the “mode of economic governance” – relevance, that is, to the two Japanese experiences with labor shortages.

It would be naïve to imagine that economic growth in capitalist societies could be determined entirely or even mostly by policies of the state. But it is also unwise to ignore the fact that there are distinct modes of economic policy making and governance and that those modes have different implications for the rate and direction of economic development. Early arguments about the importance of the developmentalist state in Japan were clearly overly ambitious. But if the scholarly pendulum has swung back, it has also become clear that the fulcrum has shifted: many of the earlier insights remain, even after the inevitable “complexifying” response.

The central insight of the developmentalist state argument is that economic growth and structural transformation can be – in the Japanese instance, were – enhanced by existence of a relatively cohesive bureaucratic policy-making apparatus largely insulated from the pressures of politicians and private interest groups. Economic policy makers in Japan, particularly in the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (supported in most instances by the Ministry of Finance), set goals that were in many cases beyond the reach of individual private investors concerned with maximizing their own interests. Any particular investor is concerned primarily with his or her own survival and profitability; to the extent that individual investors seek government assistance, they will generally try to maximize the extent to which such assistance benefits themselves, regardless of the impact on others. When policy formation is driven by such interests, the possibilities for overall coordination geared to more comprehensive national interests are diminished. A certain degree of bureaucratic autonomy from such interests increases the possibility that broader goals will prevail.

In Japan, this autonomy has been enhanced by the fact that the bureaucracy is staffed by highly competent individuals socialized into the sense that they are an elite that is superior to, and therefore separate from, the world of
private business people. As is well known, admission to the civil service is achieved via performance on a highly competitive examination. Political appointments to the bureaucracies are limited both in number and in impact. Numerous observers have claimed that the policy making elite in Japan (at least in MITI and the Finance Ministry, but to a certain extent in other ministries as well) therefore acts primarily according to a sense of national purpose; actions designed to benefit particular private interests at the expense of the general welfare are said to be less prevalent (though by no means absent) than in other types of governance systems.

Another main condition facilitating the implementation of developmentalist policies in Japan was the long-term dominance of the Liberal Democratic Party, which held power continuously from 1955 until 1993. The LDP was dominant not only in the sense of holding almost continuous majorities in the Diet, but also in the sense that the other parties essentially failed to constitute an effective and viable opposition that could realistically form an alternative government. The hegemony of the LDP helped create a stable business environment where business leaders could expect basic continuity of policy direction. The continuity played an important role in the ability of the bureaucracies to pursue long-term goals and in the willingness of investors to accept “guidance” from the government. Moreover, while the LDP held majority power continuously for almost 40 years, it would be a mistake to conclude that the Japanese state as a whole is therefore monolithic: the LDP itself is factionalized, so that there is a great deal of competition and bargaining within the party. Okimoto argues that such internal strife weakened the party enough so that it was less successful in dominating the bureaucracy than it would otherwise have been; bureaucratic autonomy is enhanced rather than inhibited by intra-party competition.

This characterization of Japan’s “developmentalist state” has been subjected to vigorous critique. One line of critique asserts that government policies were not essential to the undeniably impressive economic performance, that the economy flourished for other reasons and would have done so even in the absence of the government policies analyzed by the developmental state theorists. Another critique looks at the failures of the government to achieve certain stated goals. Other writers have raised questions about the structure and capacity of the state itself: Richardson, for example, argues that the government’s control of the capital market has been overstated.

But if the responses to the earlier arguments about the developmentalist state have created a more nuanced and sophisticated understanding of Japanese economic development and the role of the state, it remains true that the Japanese political economy has in some important ways been quite different from the dominant Anglo-American neo-liberal model, not to mention the Israeli model. This point is especially relevant as a response to those who raise questions concerning the cohesion and capacity of the Japanese state. The arguments here are most compelling when made in a comparative way: the Japanese economy grew faster and more dynamically than some other late industrializers because its mode of economic governance was different from that of other countries. If the critical literature has succeeded in showing greater complexity as well as shortcomings in some aspects of the argument, then it should help sharpen our understanding of how Japan is (and is not) different from many other countries.

The crux of the argument in the current context, then, is that Japan’s policy of not importing workers in large numbers was both (1) consistent with and (2) supported by the Japanese government’s broader approach to economic policy. The initial assumption is that citizen workers will accept undesirable work if the price is right (and if the price is right, employers might have an incentive to increase labor productivity, perhaps making the work less undesirable as
well). That the price was right in Japan is demonstrated by the fact that Japanese and not foreigners continue to hold most of the jobs, even in sectors (such as construction) that are often staffed by foreigners in other countries. The wage increases discussed above are crucial. One of the main conditions supporting rising real wages is increasing labor productivity, which in turn is facilitated by productive investments in labor saving technologies. All three elements were precisely the goals of Japanese economic policy as embodied in the developmentalist state. These elements came together especially well during the early 1970s, when complaints of labor shortages and demands for foreign labor were met with a negative response much firmer than that embodied in the government’s more recent actions.

Conversely, the government’s strong preference for not importing labor from abroad prevented a “short circuit” solution to the problem of labor shortages and contributed to the strong increase in real wages, particularly in the early 1970s. Rising wages provided another key incentive for employers to turn to advancing technology as a competition/survival strategy consistent with the government’s overall emphasis on moving up the ladder of value-added production.

CONCLUSION

Most importantly, there is a strong contrast here between the Japanese and Israeli responses to labor shortages, a contrast driven in substantial measure by the different institutional structures of state economic governance. In Israel, employers (particularly in the construction industry) were able to translate their natural desire for ever larger profits into a government policy of importing labor. Their ability to capture rents in this way derived in large part from the fact that politicians, not the professional staff of the bureaucracies, are the main decision makers for economic policy: politicians were much more responsive to the demands of employers (read: donors and supporters) than the bureaucrats likely would have been. Moreover, the fragmentation and weakness of the Israeli bureaucracy significantly reduced the possibilities for creating viable alternatives to the cheap labor upon which some parts of the economy had been built. The massive entry of foreign workers has further reduced the likelihood that such alternatives will be achievable in the foreseeable future.

In Japan, cheap foreign labor was incompatible with a major premise of the government’s intentions regarding economic growth. Employers might have found it easier and more profitable to employ foreign labor, as opposed to paying the steadily increasing wages demanded by Japanese workers, and employers did make demands on the government to allow workers to enter. But these demands were not very effective in a context where employers’ political power was not convertible into overwhelming influence over policy formation, given the relative insulation and cohesion of at least some parts of the Japanese bureaucracy, in particular during the pre-1974 period. The government did not simply frustrate employers’ demands for foreign labor, however; in addition, the government helped maintain the conditions under which Japanese construction employers could pay the wages demanded by Japanese workers. These conditions included the development of construction processes that reduced drudgery and enhanced labor productivity.
The government’s ability to play this role was rooted in a state structure that fostered the autonomy and policy making authority of professional bureaucrats as against politicians.

More recently the coherence of the Japanese developmentalist state has declined, such that the government’s economic policies probably exacerbate inefficiencies and distortions rather than helping to resolve them. A developmentalist state might be an inherently unstable phenomenon: it arguably creates the conditions that lead to its own obsolescence. This contention is at least consistent with (even if it by no means explains) the more recent increase in the foreign worker population: the ability of the government to resist employers’ demands for foreign workers has perhaps diminished as political competition has increased and the power of the bureaucracies relative to that of politicians has declined. In addition, the nature of the argument here, emphasizing deep structures of the state, suggests that a country such as Israel would find it extremely difficult to follow a path different from its current one: by definition, structures are not easily changed according to the will of individuals. Difficulties with practical application, however, do not damage the theoretical point: the extent to which a wealthy country uses low-level foreign labor depends in part on whether the mode of economic governance supports alternative responses to labor shortages.
Notes
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